Best Practice Project Management & Technical
Advisory Services to SAMREF standardize there
Datacenter facility.
Out2sol.com Providing Outsourcing IT Solutions Services

IT Advisory || Project Management|| Software Developments|| Web Apps|| Trainings

www.out2sol.com email: support@out2sol.com

About The SAMREF
SAMREF is an exemplary leading Oil refinery in the region
with mission to timely supply the highest value products
at a competitive cost through a competent and optimized
work force, while maintaining world class safety, reliability
and environmental protection across the year & 24x7.

Saudi Arabian Oil Company (Saudi Aramco) is the worlds
largest oil producing and exporting company and was
established by Royal Decree in 1988 to assume the
responsibilities of its predecessor, Aramco that has a history
dating back more than 70 years.
Exxon Mobil Corporation is a global energy company with a
history dating back more than 132 years and which conducts
business in 140 countries on every continent throughout the
world.
SAMREF is a complex refinery which was formed in 1981 for
the development, construction, ownership and operation of
crude oil refining facilities in Yanbu, Saudi Arabia. The design
capacity through a continuous improvement of its facilities
reaches now to processes about 402,000 barrels per day.
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TARGET ACHIEVES
















Design & Plan SAMREF
exiting datacenter cabling
reorganization including
but not limited to
Backbone, Distribution &
Core resource Cabling.
Standardize and deliver
the structured cabling
systems.
Clear Visualization of
SERVER, BACKUP,
NETWORK, INTERNET,
FIBER etc.. through Color
guided cables END to END
point.
Mitigate Risk of error &
accidental actions due to
current cabling situation.
Eliminate Risk of Unidentified Port usage
Less time to reach & fix
Connectivity problems
Eliminate risk of accidental
breakdowns.
EASE accessibility to any
NODE within Datacenter.
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Clients Testimonials
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